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ABSTRACT
As the travel and tourism industry becomes increasingly globalized, the ability to communicate effectively in English has become critical for professionals working in the sector. While previous research has established the importance of English language proficiency, questions remain regarding best practices for skills development. This study aims to explore the role of English proficiency for tourism professionals in the current era of globalization. Specifically, it examines strategies for improving language skills and considers the necessity of cultural competence training. A literature review was conducted analyzing peer-reviewed research on English language training programs, cultural awareness development, and the impacts of communication competencies. Gaps in existing knowledge were identified regarding training evaluation, longitudinal proficiency impacts, and links to business outcomes. The results of the study found that English functions as the lingua franca facilitating interactions between diverse travelers. Proficiency allows professionals to serve customers while cultural competence fosters understanding. Specialized training focusing on skills and sensitizing professionals is important. However, research on specific method efficacies, integrating cultural awareness, varied contexts, and proficiency-performance relationships remains limited. This study conclude that English proficiency and cultural competence are essential for tourism professionals in today's global environment. While their value is established, further empirical study of training best practices, longitudinal impacts, and relationships to tangible outcomes is warranted. Addressing gaps can optimize skills development approaches and business performance.
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ABSTRAK
Industri pariwisata semakin mengglobal, maka kemampuan berkomunikasi secara efektif dalam bahasa Inggris menjadi sangat penting bagi profesional di sektor ini. Penelitian sebelumnya telah menemukan pentingnya kecakapan berbahasa Inggris, namun masih ada pertanyaan tentang bagaimana melakukan praktik-praktik terbaik untuk pengembangan keterampilan tersebut. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengkaji peran kecakapan berbahasa Inggris bagi profesional pariwisata di era globalisasi saat ini. Penelitian ini mengkaji strategi peningkatan keterampilan bahasa dan kebutuhan pelatihan kompetensi budaya. Penelitian ini merupakan tinjauan pustaka terhadap terdahulu penelitian terdahulu mengenai program pelatihan...

Kata kunci: Kecakapan bahasa Inggris, kompetensi budaya profesional pariwisata, era globalisasi

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of the English language in the context of the tourism industry is known as "English for Tourism in the Global Era". As travel and tourism have become more accessible globally, the ability to communicate effectively in English has become increasingly important for professionals working in this sector (Rao, 2019a). In modern times of globalization, English has emerged as the lingua franca or common language of the international tourism industry. It is used for interaction between people from different nationalities and cultures (Baker, 2009; Kongkerd, 2013).

Being proficient in English is crucial for tourism professionals as it allows them to engage with tourists from various countries. It also helps them provide tourists with the information and services required. Previous research has shown that English plays a central role as the language of communication in the tourism industry. The rise of globalization has established English as the connecting language that facilitates interaction between individuals from diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds within the tourism domain. Proficiency in the language is therefore essential for tourism experts to interact with and attend to international travelers effectively (Bobanovic and Grzinic, 2011).

It is crucial for tourism professionals to not only have a strong command of the English language, but also to comprehend the cultural nuances and expectations of international travelers. Having proficiency in the language alone is insufficient; they must also understand cultural norms, customs, and preferences that may vary across different nationalities.

Being aware of these socio-cultural aspects is important to cater to a diverse clientele base. Tourism experts need to have the ability to adapt their communication style according to the needs of customers from varied backgrounds. Simply put, language skills are just one aspect - professionals also require cultural competence to truly understand and satisfy travelers who come from distinct cultural environments.

Comprehending cultural differences is as vital as strong English language proficiency for tourism experts seeking to provide quality services. They should be cognizant of diversity in cultural traditions, beliefs and values across national lines in order to establish effective cross-cultural communication. (Blue, 2003). Tourism professionals working in today's globalized world need strong English communication skills to succeed. While language proficiency is crucial, having cultural awareness is equally important.
To best serve an international clientele from diverse backgrounds, they must understand different cultural norms, customs and preferences. Being sensitive to cultural variations helps cater to the specific needs of each customer. Effective communication in English also allows tourism experts to carry out successful marketing and promotional activities. It enables their participation in industry events and conferences internationally. This keeps them informed of latest trends and practices. Overall, the ability to interact proficiently with clients, partners and colleagues in English is pivotal for career success. Whether speaking, writing or understanding others, high competence in the language helps facilitate interactions in the global tourism sphere.

Because of customers coming from various nationalities and cultures worldwide, nuanced cross-cultural engagement ability is essential alongside linguistic skills. This partnership of language proficiency and cultural sensitivity is key to providing superior customer service internationally (Leslie and Russell, 2006; Laborda, 2009; Block, 2010; Gultom and Oktaviani, 2022). It is essential for tourism professionals to continuously improve their English language skills in order to effectively communicate with a wide range of customers and colleagues (Marzouki and Posecion, 2019; Rao, 2019b). This includes not only speaking and listening, but also writing and reading in English to ensure clear and concise communication in all aspects of their work. In a fast-paced and competitive industry like tourism, being able to communicate effectively in English can give professionals a significant advantage in attracting and retaining customers, as well as building strong relationships with partners and suppliers. By investing in language training and development, tourism professionals can enhance their communication skills and ultimately contribute to the overall success of their businesses.

Effective communication is essential in the tourism industry, as it plays a crucial role in ensuring customer satisfaction and loyalty (Setó-Pamies, 2012; Osman and Sentosa, 2013). When tourism professionals are able to communicate client needs and share information effectively in English, they can craft positive experiences for their guests. This leaves a lasting impression on customers.

Furthermore, solid communication abilities allow industry experts to navigate difficult situations and resolve conflicts efficiently. This leads to enhanced customer service and better overall business performance. By competently addressing customer queries and requirements in English, professionals are able to craft memorable experiences for visitors. Strong language proficiency likewise assists them in smoothly handling challenges that come up. As a result, problems get addressed promptly and customers remain satisfied. This efficient problem-solving born from good communication ultimately strengthens service quality and lifts performance across operations. The ability to converse capably in English thus optimizes business results as well as the experiences enjoyed by patrons. (Wirtz and Jerger, 2016). For instance, a tour guide with strong English communication skills can impart detailed knowledge about historical sites and local attractions to tourists. This helps enrich their overall experience visiting the destinations. Likewise, a hotel manager who can address customer complaints swiftly and professionally in English ensures guests feel valued and satisfied with their stay. This leads to positive reviews and repeat customers. However, a tour guide with
insufficient English proficiency may face difficulties accurately conveying important information to tourists. This can make for a less informative and enjoyable tour.

Similarly, if a hotel manager lacks the ability to effectively communicate in English when handling grievances, it can result in misunderstandings and guest dissatisfaction. Over time, this impacts the hotel's reputation and future business prospects. The examples demonstrate how good English skills allow tourism workers to enhance customer service and satisfaction levels. Deficiencies in language ability, on the other hand, can undermine the quality of experiences and damage a business through negative word-of-mouth. It is clear that English proficiency plays a crucial role in the success of businesses within the tourism industry. Tourism employees like tour guides and hotel staff will find it challenging to deliver high-quality service and address customer needs if they cannot communicate smoothly in English.

As the industry continues expanding globally, strong English skills will become even more important over time. Businesses focused on language training and continually developing communication abilities will be best positioned to thrive in this competitive sector.

A lack of English proficiency makes it difficult for tourism workers to properly attend to guests from abroad. However, companies ensuring their teams have proficient language and interpersonal skills through ongoing training will be well equipped to please clients.

As the travel and tourism industry continues to expand globally, being able to communicate fluently in English will become increasingly important for businesses and their employees. With more international tourists visiting each year, the ability to interact seamlessly in a common language will be vital. Companies that make it a priority to develop their staff's communication skills in English through ongoing training programs will be best positioned for success serving diverse, global customers now and in the future. They will gain a competitive edge over firms whose employees lack proficiency. By helping workers strengthen language proficiency and cultural awareness, businesses prepare themselves to meet rising demands as tourism grows in scale and scope internationally. Prioritizing the enhancement of such abilities readies firms to deliver excellent experiences that satisfy tourists from all corners of the world. In turn, this fuels business performance in the long run.

In short, developing English communication capability among teams gives companies a leg up serving global markets as they evolve. It demonstrates foresight around future client and industry needs in an increasingly borderless tourism sphere (Rane, Achari and Choudhary, 2023).

By providing English language training to employees, businesses can guarantee their staff can capably communicate with a varied customer base to deliver outstanding service. Employees with strong English proficiency are more likely to feel self-assured in their roles and satisfied in their jobs. This results in higher retention as turnover decreases. In a very competitive industry like tourism where customer happiness is top priority, companies investing in linguistic development stand to gain an edge over rivals. Additionally, tourism workers who are fluent in English will experience increased job satisfaction. Firms prioritizing this training boost loyalty levels as job fulfilment rises among content staff. With customer satisfaction paramount, businesses prioritizing language skills attract repeat
clients by outshining competition. They ensure workers are equipped to thrive in an international tourism sphere catering to diverse global travelers.

The main aim of this study is to explore the importance of English proficiency for tourism professionals in the current era of globalization.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Several previous studies have examined the role of English language proficiency in the tourism industry. According to Baker (2009) and Kongkerd (2013), English has become the universal language of communication for people from different countries and cultures to engage with one another while traveling. Bobanovic and Grzinic research (2011) found that proficiency in English is essential for tourism professionals to interact with and serve international travelers effectively. Leslie and Russell (2006) considered English an important universal language for tourism that allows communication between people from diverse cultural backgrounds. Blue (2003) emphasized that tourism professionals require not only language skills but also cultural competence to truly understand and satisfy travelers from distinct cultural environments. Block (2010) and Laborda (Laborda, 2009) highlighted the need for both language proficiency and cultural sensitivity skills among tourism experts. Marzouki and Posecion (2019) and Rao (2019b) stated it's important for tourism professionals to continuously improve their English communication abilities including speaking, listening, writing and reading. Setó-Pamies (2012) and Osman and Sentosa (2013) found effective communication plays a crucial role in ensuring customer satisfaction and loyalty in the tourism industry.

Based on the literature review presented in the paper, some of the key gaps that still exist in research on English proficiency for tourism professionals include (1) limited studies on specific language training strategies and best practices. While the importance of language skills is established, more research is needed on the effectiveness of different training methods; (2) lack of focus on cultural competence development alongside linguistic skills. More work is required to understand how integrating cultural awareness training impacts communication and customer satisfaction; (3) need for empirical studies in different geographic contexts. Most existing research comes from specific regions/countries. Broader comparative analyses across diverse tourism settings would provide novel insights; (4) evaluation of language proficiency over time. Longitudinal research assessing the longitudinal impact of training programs on skills retention and job performance is scarce; (5) impact of proficiency in languages other than English. While English is prioritized, investigating value of additional language skills is warranted in increasingly multicultural markets; (6) role of technology-based learning approaches. Evaluation of online/blended learning tools for language and cultural development requires further exploration; and (7) relationship between proficiency and business metrics. Direct links between communication competencies and tangible outcomes like sales, repeat visits need more evidence.

3. DISCUSSION
3.1 The Role of English in The Tourism Industry
Communication with tourists from different countries is essential for providing excellent customer service and creating positive
experiences. English is often considered the universal language of tourism, as it allows for seamless communication between individuals from diverse cultural backgrounds (Leslie and Russell, 2006). Without a strong grasp of English, businesses in the tourism industry may struggle to effectively cater to the needs of their customers and may miss out on valuable opportunities for growth and expansion.

By emphasizing the importance of language training and implementing strategies to enhance language skills, businesses can ensure that they are able to provide top-notch service to all visitors, regardless of their native language, as it is spoken and understood by a large portion of the global population. In many tourist destinations, English proficiency is a requirement for employees in order to effectively communicate with visitors and meet their needs. This section will explore the significance of English language skills in the tourism industry and how businesses can leverage this to enhance their operations and customer satisfaction levels.

One of the key benefits of having employees with strong English language skills in the tourism industry is the ability to cater to a diverse range of customers from around the world (Bobanovic and Grzinic, 2011). With English being one of the most widely spoken languages globally, businesses that prioritize language training for their staff can effectively communicate with a larger number of visitors and provide a more personalized experience. This can lead to increased customer satisfaction, repeat business, and positive word-of-mouth referrals.

Additionally, employees with strong English language skills are better equipped to handle complex inquiries, resolve issues efficiently, and create a welcoming and inclusive environment for all visitors. By investing in language training and development programs, businesses can position themselves as leaders in the tourism industry and stand out from competitors. However, in some cases, relying solely on English language skills may unintentionally exclude non-English speaking visitors, limiting their overall experience and potentially leading to negative reviews or lost business. It is important for businesses to also consider the diverse linguistic needs of their customer base and ensure they have multilingual staff or resources available to provide a truly inclusive experience for all visitors.

3.1.1 Providing Better Customer Service

Language accessibility is just one way that businesses can demonstrate their commitment to inclusivity and diversity. In addition to offering multilingual resources, businesses can also train their staff to be culturally competent and sensitive to the needs of international visitors. By creating a welcoming and inclusive environment, businesses can attract a more diverse customer base and create a positive reputation within the community. This can lead to increased word-of-mouth referrals and repeat business, ultimately driving long-term success for the business. In today's globalized world, businesses that prioritize language accessibility and cultural competence are more likely to thrive and succeed in the competitive marketplace. By taking the time to understand different cultural norms and practices, businesses can avoid misunderstandings and potential conflicts with international customers. Additionally, providing multilingual support and signage can further enhance the overall customer experience and make visitors feel more comfortable and valued. Ultimately, investing
in cultural competence not only benefits the business financially but also fosters a more inclusive and welcoming environment for all customers, regardless of their background or nationality. In doing so, businesses can position themselves as leaders in diversity and inclusion, setting themselves apart from their competitors in the global marketplace. By prioritizing cultural competence, businesses can not only attract a more diverse customer base but also build long-lasting relationships with international clients (Kornegay, 2023). This can lead to increased customer loyalty and positive word-of-mouth referrals, ultimately boosting the company's reputation and profitability. Embracing cultural diversity is not just the right thing to do ethically, but it is also a strategic advantage in today's interconnected world where global markets are more accessible than ever before. In essence, investing in cultural competence is a win-win for both the business and its customers, creating a more harmonious and prosperous future for all involved.

3.1.2 Enhancing the Overall Tourist Experience

Enhancing the overall tourist experience can also be achieved through cultural competence (Ilie, 2019). By understanding and respecting the customs, traditions, and values of different cultures, businesses in the tourism industry can provide a more authentic and personalized experience for their guests. This can result in higher satisfaction levels, repeat visits, and positive reviews, ultimately driving growth and success in the competitive tourism market. Additionally, promoting cultural awareness and diversity can attract a wider range of customers from various backgrounds, leading to a more inclusive and vibrant tourist destination. Overall, prioritizing cultural competence in the tourism sector can not only benefit individual businesses but also contribute to the overall economic and social development of the community. By understanding and respecting different cultures, businesses in the tourism sector can create a welcoming environment that fosters mutual understanding and appreciation. This can lead to stronger relationships with local communities and a more sustainable tourism industry in the long run. Embracing cultural competence can also help to preserve and promote traditional practices and heritage, ensuring that they are passed down to future generations for years to come. In essence, valuing and celebrating diversity in tourism can have far-reaching and positive impacts on both the industry and the community as a whole.

3.2 English Language Training for Tourism Professionals

Need for specialized training programs that focus on English language skills for tourism professionals is crucial in ensuring effective communication with international visitors. By improving their language proficiency, professionals can better cater to the needs and preferences of diverse tourists, enhancing the overall quality of service and creating a more welcoming environment. Training programs that emphasize cultural awareness and sensitivity can also help professionals navigate potential language barriers and avoid misunderstandings, ultimately leading to more positive interactions and memorable experiences for (Schwartz et al., 2010; Nyarks et al., 2024). In addition, English language training can open up new opportunities for career advancement and networking within the global tourism industry. Overall, investing in language education for tourism professionals is essential for promoting inclusivity, cultural understanding, and
excellence in hospitality services. By improving communication skills, tourism professionals can better connect with visitors from diverse backgrounds and create a welcoming atmosphere for all. This not only enhances the overall guest experience but also builds a positive reputation for the destination and its tourism industry as a whole. Ultimately, language education plays a crucial role in promoting mutual respect, fostering cultural exchange, and ensuring the success of tourism businesses in an increasingly interconnected world (Khan, 2023).

However, in some cases, even with strong communication skills, cultural understanding can still be lacking. For example, a hotel may have staff who are fluent in multiple languages but may not be aware of certain cultural norms or traditions that are important to specific groups of visitors. This lack of cultural awareness can lead to misunderstandings, miscommunications, and potentially negative experiences for guests. To address this issue, ongoing cultural competency training and education for tourism professionals is essential. By gaining a deeper understanding of the diverse cultural backgrounds of their guests, hospitality staff can provide a more personalized and welcoming experience for all visitors. Additionally, fostering a culture of inclusivity and respect within the tourism industry can help to create a more welcoming and enjoyable experience for travelers from all walks of life. By prioritizing cultural competency, tourism professionals can create a more inclusive and respectful environment for guests, ultimately enhancing their overall experience. This can lead to positive word-of-mouth recommendations and repeat visits, contributing to the success of the tourism industry as a whole. Embracing diversity and understanding the unique needs of different cultural groups can set businesses apart and attract a wider range of clientele, ultimately leading to a more thriving and prosperous tourism sector.

Incorporating language skills development in tourism curriculum can also be a valuable tool in fostering cultural competency among professionals in the industry. By equipping individuals with the ability to communicate effectively with diverse groups of people, businesses can better cater to the needs and preferences of their guests. Language skills can also help professionals navigate cultural nuances and customs, leading to more meaningful interactions and positive experiences for all involved. In addition, language proficiency can open up new opportunities for tourism professionals, allowing them to work in a wider range of destinations and engage with a broader range of clientele. Ultimately, incorporating language skills development in tourism curriculum can help create a more inclusive and welcoming industry that celebrates diversity and promotes cross-cultural understanding.

By equipping tourism professionals with language skills, they can better cater to the needs and preferences of their guests, ultimately enhancing their overall experience. Language proficiency not only aids in communication, but also enables professionals to navigate cultural nuances and customs, fostering more meaningful interactions and positive experiences for all involved. Moreover, having language skills can open up new opportunities for professionals to work in a wider range of destinations and engage with a more diverse clientele, ultimately contributing to a more inclusive and welcoming industry that celebrates diversity and promotes cross-cultural understanding.
Utilizing technology for language learning can also be a valuable tool for professionals looking to improve their language skills (Ketabi and Kavoshian, 2017). Online platforms and mobile apps offer convenient and flexible options for practicing and expanding vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation. These resources can cater to individual learning styles and preferences, allowing users to tailor their language learning experience to their specific needs and goals. Additionally, technology can provide access to authentic materials such as videos, podcasts, and articles in the target language, helping professionals to immerse themselves in the language and culture they are studying. By incorporating technology into their language learning routine, professionals can enhance their proficiency and confidence in using the language in real-world situations, ultimately leading to more successful and rewarding interactions with colleagues, clients, and customers.

Overall, technology serves as a valuable tool in aiding professionals to achieve fluency in a foreign language (Blake and Kramsch, 2013). With the ability to customize their learning experience and access authentic materials, individuals can develop a deeper understanding of the language and culture they are studying. As a result, incorporating technology into their language learning routine can greatly benefit professionals in their interactions with others, allowing for more effective communication and collaboration in a globalized world.

3.3 Challenges of English Language Proficiency

It is essential for tourism professionals to prioritize language proficiency in order to enhance their communication skills and better cater to the needs of international tourists. By investing in language training and improving their English proficiency, tourism professionals can build stronger relationships with customers, increase customer satisfaction, and ultimately drive business growth. Moreover, a better understanding of the English language can also help tourism professionals to better navigate cultural differences, anticipate customer needs, and provide a more personalized and memorable experience for tourists.

In today's globalized world, language skills have become a valuable asset for tourism professionals looking to succeed in the competitive industry. Being able to effectively communicate with a diverse range of customers can give tourism professionals a competitive edge and help them stand out in the market (Hoa, 2023). By investing in language training, professionals can enhance their skills and adapt to the needs of an increasingly international clientele. This not only enhances the overall customer experience but also fosters loyalty and positive word-of-mouth recommendations.

Additionally, the ability to speak English fluently can open up new opportunities for networking and collaboration with international partners, further expanding the reach and impact of a tourism business. In essence, investing in language training is not just about improving communication skills, but also about unlocking a world of possibilities for growth and success in the tourism industry.

Cultural barriers affecting language communication in the tourism industry can often be a challenge, as differences in customs, beliefs, and values can impact the way messages are perceived and understood (Hoa, 2023). It is important for tourism businesses to not only be proficient in the language of their target market, but also to be
sensitive to cultural nuances and adapt their communication strategies accordingly (Grobelna, 2015).

By bridging the gap between language and culture, businesses can create a more inclusive and welcoming environment for all customers, regardless of their background. This can lead to stronger relationships, increased customer satisfaction, and ultimately, a more successful and sustainable business model.

In today’s globalized world, cultural competence is essential for businesses looking to attract a diverse clientele. By understanding and respecting the cultural differences of their customers, tourism businesses can tailor their marketing messages and customer service to better meet the needs and expectations of their target audience. This not only enhances the overall customer experience but also helps to build trust and loyalty among customers from different cultural backgrounds. Ultimately, businesses that prioritize cultural sensitivity and inclusivity are more likely to thrive in an increasingly competitive market.

In addition to attracting a diverse clientele, cultural competence also plays a crucial role in fostering positive relationships with employees from different backgrounds. By promoting a culture of inclusivity and respect within the workplace, businesses can create a more harmonious and productive environment for all staff members. This, in turn, can lead to higher employee morale, lower turnover rates, and increased overall job satisfaction. Furthermore, by valuing and celebrating the unique perspectives and contributions of all employees, businesses can tap into a wealth of diverse ideas and experiences that can drive innovation and creativity within the organization. Ultimately, a culturally competent business is not only more successful in serving its customers but also in nurturing a positive and inclusive work environment for its employees (Harris, 2007).

When tourists are unable to effectively communicate with locals or staff members, it can lead to misunderstandings, frustration, and ultimately a lack of satisfaction with their overall experience. This can result in negative reviews, decreased repeat visits, and ultimately harm the reputation of the tourist destination (Makridis, Alexiou and Vrasida, 2017). Therefore, businesses in the tourism industry must prioritize language access and cultural competence to ensure that all visitors feel welcomed and valued during their stay. While effective communication is important, a positive and memorable experience can also be achieved through non-verbal communication, gestures, and other forms of interaction that do not necessarily require verbal language.

Additionally, tourists may appreciate the authenticity and uniqueness of a destination even if there are language barriers, as long as efforts are made to bridge the gap and provide a welcoming atmosphere. This can be achieved through the use of visual aids, multilingual signage, and staff training in cultural awareness and sensitivity. By creating a welcoming and inclusive environment, businesses can attract a diverse range of visitors and enhance their overall reputation in the tourism industry. Moreover, promoting cultural exchange and understanding can lead to enriching experiences for both tourists and locals, fostering a sense of mutual respect and appreciation for different cultures (Richards, 2007).

3.4 Strategies for Improving English Proficiency in The Tourism Industry
Implementing language proficiency tests for tourism professionals can be a useful way to assess their current level of English.
proficiency and identify areas for improvement (Renandy, Hamied and Nurkamto, 2018). Providing language training programs and resources for employees can also help them enhance their communication skills and better cater to the needs of international visitors. Additionally, encouraging interactions with English-speaking tourists and creating opportunities for real-life practice can further support tourism professionals in developing their language abilities and delivering exceptional service.

By equipping employees with the necessary language skills, businesses can improve customer satisfaction, increase repeat business, and attract a wider range of international visitors. Furthermore, a workforce that is proficient in English can effectively communicate with partners, suppliers, and other stakeholders, leading to smoother operations and stronger relationships. In today's globalized economy, being able to effectively communicate in English is essential for success in the tourism industry. Therefore, investing in language training is not just a cost, but an investment in the long-term success of the business. While language skills are important in the tourism industry, focusing solely on English proficiency may limit opportunities for businesses to cater to non-English speaking customers and markets. Additionally, investing in other aspects of customer service and cultural awareness may also contribute to long-term success in the industry.

Offering language training programs for industry employees can not only improve communication with English-speaking tourists, but also open up new opportunities to attract and serve customers from a variety of cultural backgrounds. By expanding language skills beyond just English, businesses can better connect with a diverse range of visitors and provide a more inclusive and welcoming experience. Furthermore, training in cultural awareness can help employees better understand and appreciate the customs and traditions of different customer groups, leading to improved customer satisfaction and loyalty (Laroche et al., 2004).

Overall, investing in language and cultural training for tourism industry employees can ultimately enhance the overall success and reputation of a business in the global market. With the rise of globalization, businesses in the tourism industry must adapt to the changing demographics of their customer base.

Providing employees with language and cultural training not only allows for better communication with international visitors, but also shows a commitment to respecting and valuing diverse cultures (Gibson, 2002). This investment can lead to increased customer loyalty, positive word-of-mouth recommendations, and ultimately a stronger position in the competitive global market. In today's interconnected world, businesses that prioritize language and cultural training are better equipped to thrive and succeed. However, simply providing language and cultural training may not always lead to increased customer loyalty or positive word-of-mouth recommendations. For example, a hotel that invests in language training for its staff may still struggle to attract international guests if the overall quality of the accommodations and services is lacking. In such cases, focusing solely on language and cultural training may not be enough to ensure success in the competitive global market. Promoting language exchange programs within the industry and encouraging staff to participate in cultural immersion experiences can further enhance their understanding and
appreciation of different cultures (Lokkesmoe, Kuchinke and Ardichvili, 2016).

By cultivating a more inclusive, welcoming environment for international guests, hotels and businesses can foster stronger relationships and greater customer loyalty. Additionally, integrating facets of cultural diversity into marketing and customer service enhances competitiveness by differentiating businesses and attracting a more varied customer demographic. Fundamentally, a holistic strategy merging linguistic/cultural skill development with authentic dedication to diversity and inclusion is paramount for achieving enduring accomplishment in the worldwide commercial arena. Genuine commitment to understanding diverse cultural perspectives, preferences and talents builds rapport that retains existing clients while drawing new patronage over the long haul. Incorporating customer insights cross-culturally strengthens reputation and prestige, benefiting business outcomes. A synchronized, conscientious approach to multicultural concerns optimizes success on a global platform. This approach not only enhances the overall guest experience but also contributes to a more positive reputation for the business. By demonstrating a genuine interest in understanding and accommodating the needs of international guests, hotels can build a loyal customer base that will return time and time again. Moreover, by embracing cultural diversity in all aspects of the business, from hiring practices to menu offerings, businesses can appeal to a wider range of customers and set themselves apart as leaders in the industry. In today's interconnected world, it is essential for businesses to adapt to the needs and preferences of a diverse customer base in order to thrive and remain competitive.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, English proficiency plays a crucial role in the success of the tourism industry. By ensuring that staff members are able to effectively communicate with international guests, hotels and businesses can create a positive and memorable experience for their customers. This not only helps to build a loyal customer base, but also sets businesses apart as leaders in the industry. Embracing cultural diversity and catering to the needs of a diverse customer base is essential in today's globalized world.

Overall, prioritizing English proficiency in the tourism industry is key to staying competitive and thriving in an increasingly interconnected market. Offering language training programs for employees can greatly enhance their ability to communicate with international guests, leading to improved customer satisfaction. By investing in language skills, hotels and businesses can demonstrate their commitment to providing exceptional service and creating a welcoming environment for all guests. In addition, multilingual staff members can help bridge cultural gaps and foster a sense of inclusivity, ultimately enhancing the overall guest experience. In conclusion, a focus on English proficiency not only benefits individual businesses, but also contributes to the growth and success of the tourism industry as a whole. While investing in language skills can be beneficial, it is important to remember that not all international guests speak English. Focusing solely on English proficiency may limit the ability to effectively communicate with a diverse range of customers.

Recommendations for improving language skills in the global era include providing language training programs for employees, offering multilingual signage and materials, and utilizing translation services or technology to bridge language barriers. By
embracing linguistic diversity and prioritizing effective communication strategies, businesses can create a more welcoming and inclusive environment for all guests, regardless of their language background. Additionally, fostering a culture of language learning and cultural awareness among staff can help to break down barriers and create more meaningful connections with international visitors. Ultimately, by valuing and prioritizing language skills, businesses can enhance their reputation, attract a wider range of customers, and contribute to the overall success of the tourism industry in an increasingly globalized world. One-way businesses can improve communication with international guests is by offering multilingual signage and information materials. This simple gesture can make a significant difference in the overall experience for non-native speakers, making them feel more comfortable and valued. Providing language training for staff members can also be beneficial, as it allows employees to better assist and connect with guests from different linguistic backgrounds. By investing in language resources and training, businesses can demonstrate their commitment to diversity and inclusivity, ultimately enhancing the overall quality of service and satisfaction for all visitors.

Future prospects for English in the tourism industry include the growing demand for English-speaking staff in popular tourist destinations around the world. As more and more people travel internationally, the ability to communicate effectively in English becomes increasingly important for businesses in the tourism sector. In addition, advancements in technology have made it easier for non-native speakers to access translation tools and language learning resources, further emphasizing the need for proficient English speakers in the industry. Overall, the future looks bright for English in the tourism industry, with opportunities for growth and success for businesses that prioritize language training and inclusivity.
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